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Brazil Cardinal's Praise of Castro Stirs Protest
By ALAN RIDING, Special to the New York Times
Published: February 05, 1989

The head of Brazil's largest Roman Catholic archdiocese has provoked an outcry in conservative
circles here by writing a letter to President Fidel Castro expressing the hope that he will always
govern Cuba.

Paulo Evaristo Cardinal Arns, the Archbishop of Sao Paulo, who is considered the country's most
prominent advocate of the left-leaning doctrine known as liberation theology, sent the letter
addressed to ''Dearest Fidel'' to mark the 30th anniversary of the Cuban revolution this month.
In his message, the Brazilian prelate said Cuba offered an example of social justice to the rest of
Latin America and added, ''Christian faith discovers in the achievements of the revolution signs
of the kingdom of God.''

''You are present daily in my prayers,'' Cardinal Arns told Mr. Castro, ''and I ask the Father that
he always concede you the grace of guiding the destinies of your country.''

The letter, which was first published in the Cuban Communist Party daily Granma, brought
immediate protests from Brazil's two largest conservative newspapers as well as indirect
criticism from Eugenio Cardinal Sales of Rio de Janeiro and other conservative prelates.

It also sharpened differences in the country's Catholic hierarchy between the politically
outspoken advocates of liberation theology who dominate the Brazilian Bishops' Conference and
many bishops who adhere to the more orthodox pastoral guidelines laid down by Pope John
Paul II.

In an editorial entitled, ''Adherence to Atheism,'' the Rio de Janeiro daily O Globo said it was
''simply unbelievable that an Archbishop should discover similarities between the kingdom of
God and a totalitarian police state'' that imposes atheism as official policy. Charging Cardinal
Arns with expressing solidarity with a dictator, the newspaper said his ''disdain'' for democracy
deserved the repudiation of Brazilian Catholic opinion for being presented ''as a subject of the
prayers of a priest.''

The conservative newspaper O Estado de Sao Paulo in turn accused Cardinal Arns of endorsing
human rights violations by the Castro regime. ''The letter suggests that the crisis between the
Vatican and the Brazilian Bishops' Conference is reaching a breaking point,'' it said.

Cardinal Sales, who is a leader of the conservative wing of the Brazilian church, said pointedly
that he saw no reason to praise Cuba's ''dictatorial and outmoded'' regime and added that
liberation theology could never serve as a channel for returning Christianity to Communist
countries.

In response, spokesmen for left-leaning sectors of the church recalled that Cardinal Arns is a
long-time advocate of human rights who took a courageous stand in favor of democracy
throughout the military regime that ruled Brazil between 1964 and 1985. Contradiction Is
Denied

The Rev. Leonardo Boff, a left-leaning Brazilian theologian who in 1985 was ordered to remain
silent for almost a year as punishment for his criticism of the Vatican, argued that there was no
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contradiction between Christian faith and the achievements of the Cuban revolution.

He argued that Cardinal Arns simply recognized in his letter that ''Cuba carried out a revolution
against hunger by ending prostitution, illiteracy and misery.'' He added, ''Dom Paulo is not a
socialist, but a man of the poor and the oppressed.''

The Rev. Carlos Alberto Libanio Christo, who delivered Cardinal Arns's message to Mr. Castro
during one of his frequent visits to Cuba, said it formed part of a broader reconciliation between
Havana and the Vatican in preparation for a possible papal visit to Cuba.

Cardinal Arns told reporters that he often exchanged letters with Mr. Castro and that he favored
defending human rights through dialogue, but he added that he was opposed to ''any
dictatorship and supported democratic regimes chosen by the people.''
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